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Source Regions of the Slow Solar Wind in Coronal
Streamers
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Abstract. RecentSOHO/UVCSobservations
of the 0 5+ that the abundance in the streamer legs is less than in the
ion line emissionat 1032A in coronalstreamersindicate that
the emissionis stronger by an order of magnitude at the

coreof the streamer,in conflictwith observations
[Raymond
eta/., 1997b].

edges(legs)of streamersthan in the centralcoreof stream-

Earlycomputational
models
of 0 5+ ionsin thesolarwind
did not includethe full ion dynamicsand treated the 0 5+

ers. In contrast, the brightnessof the Ly-a emissionpeaks in
the core of streamers. I have developed the first 2.5D, threefluid numerical

MHD

model of the slow solar wind flow in a

coronal streamer. Using the model I find that the enhancement of the oxygen line emissionoccursdue to the enhanced

ions as test particles in one-dimensional solar wind flow

[Geiss,Hirt, and Entwyler,1970;Joselynand Holzer, 1978;
Biirgi and Geiss,1986;Esserand Leer, 1990]. More recent
multi-fluid studies of the flow of 0 5+ ions in the solar wind

abundances
of 0 5+ ionsin the legsof streamercausedby wereconfinedto onespatialdimension[Li, Esser,and Habhal, 1997; Raymondeta/., 1997b]. Althoughthesemodels
enhanced
0 5+ emission
tracesthe source
regions
of the slow maAe important contribution to our understanding of the

the Coulomb friction with the outflowing protons. Thus, the

of the slow solar wind.

minor-ion dynamics in the solar wind, the effects of coronal
magnetic and density structure due to streamers were not
included self-consistently.

Introduction

Model Equations

solar wind in coronal

streamers.

The identification

of these

regionshelpsto understandthe origins and the composition

Toinvestigate
theformation
oftheobserved
0 5+streamer

RecentSolarand Heliospheric(SOHO) UltravioletCoro- I model the acceleration of the solar wind in a streamer by
nagraphSpectrometer(UVCS) observations
showthat the solving the three-fluid MHD equations with full ion dynamphysical properties of the minor ions in the corona provide
clues on the coronal heating and solar wind acceleration
mechanism. UVCS observationsindicate that 0 5+ ions and

ics [Braginskii,1965]in sphericalgeometry.The 2.5D equations are obtainedby taking 0/0•b = 0 in the 3D three-fluid
MHD equations, i.e., by a•suming azimuthal symmetry, and

otherminorionsexceedtemperatures
of 10? K in coronal keeping all three components of the speciesvelocities and
holes,and in streamers[Kohlet al., 1997]. The UVCS ob- fields. This simplification means that I model a streamer
servations show a striking difference in the appearance of
coronal streamers in minor ion emission lines compared to
hydrogen UV emission. These observationsshow that the

belt rather

than

an isolated

streamer

structure.

In the modelI neglectelectroninertia (sincem• << my,
where me is the electronma•s and my is the ion mass),
emission
from0 5+ionsisstronger
by anorderof magnitude relativisticeffects(V << c), and assumequasi-neutralityof
at the legsof streamersthan in the central core of streamers
the plasma(n, = nv + Zm, wheren, is the electrondensity,
(Figure 1). However,the brightnessof the Ly-a emission np is the proton density,m is the ion density, and Z is the
peaksin the central core of streamers[Kohlet al., 1997; chargestate of the ions). I neglectthe ion-cyclotronterms
Raymondet al., 1997a].
sincethe relevant time scalesare orders of magnitude larger
Several possibilities which can explain the observed dif-

ferencein the 0 5+ emission
andLy-a in streamers
are discussedby Noci et al. [1997]. One of Noci et al. [1997]

the the ion gyro-period.
The normalized 3-fluid MHD equations are

suggestions
is that variation of minor ion abundance(i.e.,
ion densityrelative to proton density) may occur due to
Coulombfrictionwith outflowingprotons[Geiss,Hirt, and
Entwyler,1970]in a double-streamer
geometry.Noci et al.

concludes
that only an abundance
variationof 0 5+ across
the streamer

is consistent

with the observations

of other mi-

norionemissions
in streamers,
suchasMgø+ (625A),Sia+
(499A),andandFe•'•'+(1242A).Raymond
et al. [1997a,b]
suggestedthat gravitational settling in the core of streamers

is the dominantmechanism
for the depletionof 0 5+ there.
However, the 1D single-fluid time-dependent model of the
settling and diffusion of ions in the streamer core predicts
Copyright2000 by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.

wherethe index k = p, i, (in Equation(5) k = e,p, i), and
p is protons, i is ions, and e is electrons. In the present

model I assumethat the coronais nearly isothermal(i.e.,
7k • 1), do not includeheat sourcesexplicitly,and neglect

Papernumber2000GL000097.

the thermal forces in the momentum equations. The viscous
forces assumedto be negligible. I also neglected a temper-
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ature equilibration term in the energy equation due to heat
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is 0.039R©. Lower0 5+ temperatureresultsin smallerion
scaleheight,and nearlyzeroOs+ densityin the coreof a

lO_-

streamer that posesa numerical challengebeyond the scope
of this study. However, since the Coulomb friction increases
o

forlowerOs+ temperature
the resultsreportedbelowshould
holdfor Tos+o= 5 x 106K.
To initiate the modeling of the coronal streamer I have

.

-I0

usedthequadrupole
fieldgivenbyB = B0r-4[(1-3 cos
20)ersin 20es]. The initial protondensityand outflowwas uniform in 0 and given by Parker's[Parker,1963] isothermal

-1.5

solution in r.

10

The initial ion density was taken to be

gravitationallystratified(with the gravitationalacceleration
correctedfor the self consistentparallelelectricfield [Raymondet al., 1997b]),and uniformin 0. The initial uniform
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density at r = 1R© was chosen to isolate the latitudinal
density variations generated by the magnetic configuration
above the limb as the simulation evolves to the steady state.
The arbitrary initial state is chosen in order to reach the
steady state solution in a reasonable computational time.
The boundary conditions were imposed at r -- 1R©, with

Vk,r >_0 (k --p, i), and with incomingcharacteristicsapproximated by zero order extrapolation.

At r -- r ....

I

Figure 1. Imagesof the UVCS 12 October 1996 observationof

have allowed for an outflow, and at 0 -- ,r/2, ,r I imposed
an equatorialstreamerabovethe westlimb in Os+ (top panel) Vk,o = Bo --O, consistentwith the quadrupole field geomeand in Lyman-r• (bottom panel) EUV emissions. The spatial

try. The emphasis of this study is the slow solar wind, therethe center of the disk (Cout%esyof SOHO/UVCS consortium. fore, I did not include any additional sourcesof momentum
scales are solar coordinates in arc rain where the origin is at

SOHO is a project of international cooperation between ESA and

or heating(suchas waves)to producethe fast solar wind.

NASA).

Numerical

Results

I solved the above equations explicitly with the fourthorder
Runge-Kutta type method in time, and fourth order
Os+ temperature
remainshigherthenthe protonandelectron temperature, and the protons will not be heated signiftransfer between the fluids, since observations show that the

icantlybythe Os+ dueto the smallabundance
of theseions.
In the above equations the Coulomb friction terms F• .... •

can be foundin Braginskii[1965]. Note, that qualitatively
the Coulomb friction increases with the velocity difference
between the species, and with the density. The friction decreaseswhen the temperature is increased.

1.57

I have used the following normalization: r -• r/Ro,
where Ro is the solar radius; t -• t/•-A; V --• VIVA;
B -• B/Bo; n•,•,p -• n•,•,p/n•o; S = r•/rA the Lundquist

number;
•-• = 4?rR•3/•,c
2 the resistive
timescale,where•, is
the resistivity,and c is the speedof light; TA = 121•©
lEA the
Alfv•n time scale;VA is the single-fluidAlfv6n speed;E•,p =

(kbTe,p,o/top)/V•
theelectron
or protonEulernumber;Ei =
(kbT•,o/m•)/V•the ionEulernumber;F• = V•R•/(GM•)
the Froude number, where G is the universal gravitational
constant and M© is the solar mass; and the normaliza-

3;.14
I

-6.7e+00

-3.8e+00

-3.2e+00

--4,9e-01

1,57

tion constantsa• = npo/neo/A• + m•/m• + Akn•o/n•o;
b = cBo/(4•ren•oRc•VA),where A• is the atomic massof
each species,and Z• is the charge state.
I have used the following parameters in the model: the

protontemperatureTpo= 1.6 x 106K; the electrontemperatureT•0 = 1.6 x 106K; the 0 5+ temperature
Tos+o =
12 x 106K; the electrondensityhe0 = l0 s cm-a; and the
0 5+densityn•0= 6.2x 104cm-a; the magneticfieldB0 = 2

5.14
I

G. These parameters are consistentwith recent UVCS obser-

vationsof streamers[Kohlet al., 1997;Li et al., 1998]. Due

to numericallimitationsthe Os+ temperaturethat I usedis

largerthanthe typical0 5+ temperature
(• 5 x 106)esti- Figure 2. The spatial variationsof the Os+ (top panel) and
mated for a coronal streamer. For the above temperatures

proton (bottom panel) densitiesin the model coronalstreamerat

the protonscaleheightis 0.14Rc•andthe Os+ scaleheight

t =

16 hours.
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ment is below resolutionof presentcoronalobservations).

Magnetic field

The proton density reached a steady state. The qualitative
agreement between the model calculations of the proton and

1.57

ion density structure, and the UVCS observationsin Figure 1 is evident. Note, that in Figure 2 I model a streamer
belt, while in Figure 1 the streamer is probably more localized in the longitudinal direction. Thus, 3D structure

combined
with line-of-sight
integration
of the observed
0 5+
emissionof the "hollow" streamer may produce more localized legs.
In the top panel of Figure 3 1 showthe magnetic field line
vectorsof the model streamer. The length of the streamline
vectors represent the intensity of the magnetic fieM. The

3.14

field lines are closed in the core of the streamer.
1.19

R

5.00

consistent streamer

field with current

The self

sheets results from the

time-dependent 2.5D three-fluid calculation. The velocity
streamlines are shown in the bottom panel. In the core of

0s+Velocify'
field

thestreamer
thereissmalldownflow
of0 5+ ions(-• 20km
s-Z), andno significant
protonflow. Outsidethe corethe

1.57

flow is along the open field lines. The radial distance of the
streamer cusp is determined by the magnetic field strength,

geometry,and the plasmapressure(as in the singlefluid
models).
In the top panel of Figure 4 I show the O-dependenceof

the radial velocityof ions(solidlines)and protons(dashed
lines)at 1.SRe (thick lines) and 5Re (thin lines). Outside
the streamer core it is evident that the outflow velocity of

0 5+ is closeto the outflowvelocityof the protons.In the
model I find that the outflow velocity is higher in the right
leg of the streamer than in the left leg due to the asymmetry
1.19
R
5.00
of the initial quadrupole field and the correspondingbounddry conditions on the fieM at r = 1R(•. The magnitude of
Figure 3. The magneticfieldscaledby the squareroot of the tothe
outflow speed in the open field regions is in agreement
tal density(toppanel)andtheO5+ velocityfield(bottompanel)
5.14

of the model coronal streasnerat the time shown in Figure 1. The

with the outflow velocity for the slow solar wind deduced

longestvelocityvectorscorrespond
to 144 krn s-z flows,and the

from UVCS observationsusing the Doppler dimming effect

longest magnetic filed vector correspond to 2.6 G.

at this height[$trachan,et al., 2000].
In the bottom panel of Figure 4 I show the O-dependence

of the protonand0 5+ density.The 0 5+ abundance
at the
differencingin spacewith 160x500 grid cells (50 = 0.01, legsshowsan order of magnitude enhancementcomparedto
dr = 0.01). A fourth order smoothingterm was applied the core, in good agreement with the observationsreported
for stability. Two-fluid versions of this numerical approach by Raymondet al. [1997a].The densityspikesat the core
have been used successfullyfor the modeling of the solar

wind flowin coronalholes[Ofmanand Davila, 1999].
The results

of the calculations

with

the three-fluid

code

are shown in Figure 2 for the UVCS field of view. The
model was run until a streamer with the appropriate sheet
current was formed and reached a steady state. The current

3.14 ........
_

2.56

I"-

sheethas a finite thicknessand is resolvedin the code(the

•,
-

..-

']

Lundquist
numberwassetto 105). The streamer
proton

:_; ....

0

density structure and magnetic field structure is in agree-

50

',
1 O0

150

v, km/s

ment with the singlefluid streamermodels[Pneuman,and
Kopp, 1971; $teinolfson, $uess, and Wu, 1982; Washimi,
Yoshino, and Ogino, 1987; Cuperman, Ofman, and Dryer,

1990; Wanget al., 1993]. The spatialvariationsof the pro-

5.14

2.36

•

ton densityrip,andthe 0 5+ densityni of a modelcoronal
streamer at t -- 16 hours are shown in Figure 2.

It is evidentthat the 0 5+ densityis enhancedin the
open field line regions of the streamer compared to the core,
and the proton density is larger in the core of the streamer.
The density enhancement at the close field boundary of the
streamer is due to the compressionby the Lorenz force due
to the current sheet, calculated self-consistentlyin the model

1.57
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Figure 4. The O-dependence
of the velocityand the densityat
r -- 1.SR© (thick lines) and r -- 5P• (thin lines)for the modelin
Figure 1. The densities are scaled by the values at 0 = •r. Solid

(the current sheetand the corresponding
densityenhance- linesare for O5+, and the dashedlinesare for protons.
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boundaries are due to pressure balance with the currentsheet. They are not observed by UVCS, since the thickness
of the current

sheet is below resolution.

The correlation

be-

tweenthe outflowvelocity,and the 0 s+ densityis dueto
the effect of the Coulomb

the detail

between

friction.

the model

The main

differences

and observations

in

stem from

the difference in magnetic topology of the model streamer
and the observed coronal streamer, and the possiblelatitudinal variation of the coronal density and temperature at
the coronal boundary.

Conclusions

Accordingto the three-fluid 2.5D MHD numerical model
the main mechanism responsiblefor the observed structure
of streamersin O s+ is the Coulomb friction betweenthe O s+
ions and the outflowing protons. The friction leads to the
increase in the density and the outflow speed of the minor
ions in the open field regions. The same qualitative enhance-

ment is expectedfor Fe•+ and otherminorionsin these
regions. In order to verify that the Coulomb friction is the

physicalmechanism
that leadsto the enhanced
Os+ abundance in streamer legs I have repeated the above calculation
without

the Coulomb

friction

terms.

I found

much smaller

abundance
enhancement
of Os+ (orderof fewpercent)in
the legs of streamers, and an order of magnitude smaller

Os+ outflowspeedin the openfieldregions.Otherpossible
mechanism
that maycontributeto the enhanced
Os+ abundance in the legsof streamers are preferential heating of the
ions in these regions, and variations in the ion abundance
at the coronal boundary of the legs. These possibilitiesare
left for future

studies.

Basedon my results,and on recentSOHO/UVCS observations

of the solar wind

clude that

the observed

in solar coronal

enhanced

minor

streamers

ion emission

I conin the

legsof streamersis the signature of the slow solar wind outflow regions. The identification of these regions allows to
trace the slow solar wind sources low above the limb, and
into the extended corona. This will help to understand the
origins and the compositionof the slow solar wind, and the
effect on the interplanetary environment.
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